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ABSTRACT

We review behavioural and neural evidence for the processing of information contained in conspecific vocalizations (CVs) in three primate species: humans, macaques and marmosets. We focus on abilities that are present and ecologically relevant in all three species: the detection and sensitivity to CVs; and the processing of identity cues in CVs. Current evidence, although fragmentary, supports the notion of a “voice patch system” in the primate brain analogous to the face patch system of visual cortex: a series of discrete, interconnected cortical areas supporting increasingly abstract representations of the vocal input. A central question concerns the degree to which the voice patch system is conserved in evolution.

1. Introduction

There is currently renewed interest in studying non-human primates for understanding the evolution of speech and language, triggered by recent crucial pieces of evidence: e.g., that non-human primates show plasticity in their vocal production (Takahashi et al., 2015) (an ability thought reserved to songbirds or cetaceans), or that they have the anatomical ability to produce human vowels (Boe et al., 2017; Fitch et al., 2016) despite long-held belief (Lieberman et al., 1969). As summarized by Charles Snowdon in a recent commentary: “Non-human primates do not talk, but we should not expect them to. Each species has its own adaptations for communication. Nevertheless there is much about language evolution that we can learn from non-human primates, provided that we study a variety of species and consider the multiple components of speech and language” (Snowdon, 2017).

Here we focus on one often-neglected component of speech and language: voice perception. Speech after all consists of information carried by voice and so understanding the evolution of our ability to extract and process voice information is an integral part of the puzzle of language evolution. Indeed, before they started speaking and perceiving speech some tens of thousands years ago, our ancestors had lived for millions of years in an auditory environment rich in conspecific vocalizations (CVs), which presumably gave ample time for evolving neural mechanisms optimized for extracting different types of relevant information in CVs. To better understand the evolution of voice perception the comparative approach, based on comparison of perceptual and neural mechanisms between different extant species, is the method of choice: if cross-species similarities are high this could constitute evidence for homologous mechanisms inherited from a common ancestor, suggesting gradual evolution of voice perception. In contrast strong dissimilarities between humans and non-human primates would be evidence for abrupt changes (Fitch, 2000; Ghazanfar and Rendall, 2008; Rilling, 2014a, 2014b).

This paper considers the relatively recent evolution of voice perception in primates by briefly reviewing known perceptual and neural mechanisms of human voice perception and summarizing current equivalent knowledge in two other primate species: macaques (Macaca mulatta) and common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) (Box 1). We conclude that although current evidence is...
compatible with broadly similar voice perception mechanisms (with cortical “voice patches” observed in the three species), it is still too fragmentary for the in-depth comparisons necessary to understand the template for the primate voice patch system, and species-specific adaptations of that template. We end by listing some challenges that need to be overcome in future research into primate voice perception mechanisms.

**Box 1** Why macaques and marmosets?

- They are relatively close to us phylogenetically, having diverged from the human lineage about 25 and 35 MYA, respectively (Fig. 1). Studying both Old-World (macaques) and New-World (marmosets) monkeys provides two evolutionary time points for comparison with humans, allowing testing for more complex patterns of evolutionary change than with a single comparison species (Wilson et al., 2013).
- Both species have complex, albeit fairly different, social behaviours that they regulate using very different sets of complex vocalizations well characterized acoustically (macaque: Fukushima et al., 2015; Green, 1975; Hauser, 1991; Kalin et al., 1992); marmoset (Agamaite et al., 2015; DiMattina et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2010a; Pistorio et al., 2006; Turesson et al., 2016)).
- Both models are widely studied in neuroscience, in particular in the auditory domain, providing large amounts of physiological, anatomical and neuroimaging data for reference (e.g., macaque: Gil-da-Costa et al., 2006; Hackett, 2011; Kaas et al., 1999; Petkov et al., 2015; Poremba et al., 2004; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Recanzone, 2008; Tian et al., 2001); marmoset: (Bendor and Wang, 2005; Eliades and Wang, 2008, 2013; Newman et al., 2009; Nummela et al., 2017; Roy et al., 2016; Wang, 2000; Wang and Kadia, 2001; Wang et al., 1995). In particular, the marmoset is highly promising for the application of gene editing techniques in a primate model (Marx, 2016; Miller et al., 2016; Okano et al., 2016).
- Well-documented inter-species differences concerning their habitat (Brown, 2003), their vocal repertoire (Agamaite et al., 2015; Hauser and Marler, 1992; Owren et al., 1993; Rowell and Hinde, 1962) or their brain anatomy (de la Mothe et al., 2006; Nishimura et al., 2018) can provide additional knowledge on the constraints that shape vocal perception.
- Both species can be trained to perform awake fMRI, providing a unique bridge between the human fMRI and the monkey electrophysiological literature (Miller et al., 2010a; Silva, 2017; Vanduffel et al., 2014). Marmosets are a particularly promising model for awake fMRI as they can be trained in only a few weeks to tolerate an immobilizing cradle, considerably reducing the necessary training time compared to macaques, and eliminating the need for head-post surgery. Performing fMRI scanning of other non-human primates such as baboons or chimpanzees would be extremely valuable, but is not an option either for ethical reasons and because their strength makes them too dangerous for awake scanning.
- Macaques and marmosets are the only two species of non-human primates in whom human-like “voice patches” have been observed using awake fMRI (Petkov et al., 2008; Sadagopan et al., 2015).

We focus this survey on voice perception abilities that can be compared, i.e. present in, and having adaptive significance for, all three species. Two basic building blocks of voice perception (Belin et al., 2004), relatively well understood in humans, are examined: (1) the behavioural and neural sensitivity to CVs; and (2) the processing of speaker identity cues in CVs, allowing listeners to discriminate between individuals by voice.

**2. Behavioural and neural sensitivity to CVs**

**2.1. Humans**

Humans have remarkable abilities to extract information in voice — speech, but also identity, affect, personality, etc. (Belin et al., 2004, 2011; Kreiman, 1997; Kreiman and Sidtis, 2013)—perhaps because vocal sounds have such immense ecological relevance to us. Yet it is only quite recently that a behavioural advantage at voice detection has been experimentally demonstrated in human listeners. When presented with brief sounds and asked to decide whether they belong to a target category or not, listeners perform well even at very brief durations when the target category is Voice: 4 ms of sound are sufficient to yield above-chance performance at voice/non-voice discrimination, while at this very brief duration performance is at chance for other target categories (Suied et al., 2014). Moreover, when listeners are asked to detect a target sound category in a series of rapidly presented distracters performance is always better, across a range of experimental conditions, when the target category is Voice (Isnard, 2016).

Such behavioural sensitivity is paralleled by neural sensitivity to voice: secondary areas of human auditory cortex along the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and sulcus (STS) both anterior and posterior to primary auditory cortex contain temporal voice areas (TVAs) (Belin et al., 2000, 2002; Pernet et al., 2015; Von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004) that show greater fMRI signal in response to vocal sounds—whether they contain speech or not—than to other categories of non-vocal sounds such as environmental sounds, amplitude-modulated noise, etc. (Agus et al., 2017; Belin et al., 2000; Von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004) or to hetero-specific vocalizations (HVs) (Fecteau et al., 2004). The TVAs have been consistently observed by different groups including ours (Bestelmeyer et al., 2012, 2014; Bonte et al., 2013; Charest et al., 2013; Ethofer et al., 2009; Fecteau et al., 2004; Grandjean et al., 2005; Latinus et al., 2013; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Lewis et al., 2009; Linden et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2005; Pernet et al., 2015; Talkington et al., 2012; Von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004). Although their exact anatomical location in the temporal lobe varies considerably across individuals, the TVAs are remarkably consistent within individuals in test-retest analysis (Pernet et al., 2015).

A cluster analysis of voice-sensitivity peaks in several hundred subjects suggests an organization in three “voice patches” along STG/STS bilaterally (TVAa, TVAm, TVAp; Fig. 2). That study also showed that the TVAs are essentially bilateral with no significant laterization in activity overall, although more subjects (33%) showed significant right-sided than left-sided (13%) asymmetry in voice-sensitivity in the temporal lobe (Pernet et al., 2015). Voice processing also engages cerebral areas outside of auditory cortex, including several prefrontal areas (particularly in the inferior frontal gyrus bilaterally (Fecteau et al., 2005; Pernet et al., 2015).

The anatomo-functional organization of the TVAs remains poorly understood. Their causal link with voice processing has been established in a single study so far: transiently interfering with neuronal activity in the right TVAm via transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) interferes with performance at a voice detection task but not at a more general auditory task (Bestelmeyer et al., 2011).
One issue stands out, that of nature vs. nurture: is voice-selectivity in the TVAs the result of evolutionary tuned innate mechanisms present at birth or does it reflect the extensive experience during development and adulthood with this ecologically crucial sound category? No convincing answer to that question has been provided so far, perhaps because long-term manipulation of human listeners’ auditory environment is hard to perform.

2.2. Macaques

In the wild, macaques rely frequently on vocalizations to regulate and coordinate group activities using a rich call repertoire divided into 12—16 classes according to presumed context and motivational state (Hauser and Marler, 1992; Hauser, 1991; Rowell and Hinde, 1962). One classic series of studies found that Japanese macaques perform better than comparison species at discriminating between different CVs based on features (supposed to be) communication-relevant only for them (Petersen et al., 1978; Zoloth et al., 1979). Also, play back studies in the wild using the head turning paradigm report different patterns of ear preferences for CVs and hetero-specific vocalizations (Ghazanfar et al., 2001; Hauser and Andersson, 1994)—although with disputed results (Fitch and Fritz, 2006; Teufel et al., 2010). Thus, whether macaques show the same behavioural advantage as humans at detecting or discriminating CVs compared to other sounds remains essentially unknown.

The auditory cortex of macaques has been extensively investigated using multiple complementary techniques (cf. reviews in Ghazanfar and Santos, 2004; Ghazanfar and Eliades, 2014; Hackett, 2011; Kaas et al., 1999; Rauschecker, 1998; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Romanski and Averbeck, 2009)). Electrophysiological recordings in awake animals show that neurons of belt and parabelt areas of secondary auditory cortex show strong sensitivity to CVs (Ghazanfar et al., 2008; Perrodin et al., 2011; Romanski and Averbeck, 2009; Tian et al., 2001) with latencies and selectivity increasing along the caudo-rostral direction towards the temporal pole (Fukushima et al., 2014; Kikuchi et al., 2010). The strong sensitivity of temporal lobe regions to CVs has been confirmed by the use of whole-brain metabolic imaging techniques (Gil-da-Costa et al., 2006; Poremba et al., 2004). Thanks to the development of macaque fMRI, whole-brain estimates of cerebral sensitivity to CV could be obtained using scanning protocols similar to those used in humans. Petkov et al. (2008) were the first to evidence a macaque voice area (Fig. 3a) with responses analogous to the human TVAs, i.e. areas with significantly stronger response to macaque CVs than to other categories of natural or control sounds. Specifically, at least two CV-preferring clusters were found: the first one was located bilaterally in the posterior auditory cortex, close to A1 region, whereas the second one was found in the high-hierarchical anterior portion of the right temporal lobe. Importantly, this anterior CV-preferring voice patch was still observed in anaesthetized monkeys, removing the possible effect of attention to sounds (Petkov et al., 2008). fMRI-guided electrophysiology in the anterior voice patch could further show that this area contains voice cells, i.e.
individual neurons showing voice-selectivity (Perrodin et al., 2011), analogous to results obtained in face patches (Tsao et al., 2006).

Joly and colleagues (2012) performed a pioneering comparative study in which human and macaque subjects were scanned while exposed to the same stimuli including macaque and human vocalizations (Joly et al., 2012b). Areas along STG close to primary auditory cortex in macaques showed greater response to CVs compared to acoustical control sounds, but no compared to human vocalizations (HVs). Inter-species comparison suggested that CVs recruited distinct regions, mainly in the STG/lateral sulcus in macaques and along the STS in humans. A more recent study also reported CV selectivity in the STG compared to environmental and spectro-temporally controlled sounds (Ortiz-Rios et al., 2015). Both middle and anterior portions of the STG were highlighted, as in Petkov et al. (2008). CV-prefering clusters were also identifed in the ventral lateral prefrontal cortex, a region that seems implicated in call type categorization according to previous electrophysiological reports (Averbeck and Romanski, 2006; Gifford et al., 2003; Romanski et al., 2005).

Evidence of voice areas in the auditory cortex of macaques is suggestive of gradual evolution rather than abrupt changes of the neural structures involved in vocal communication (Ghazanfar, 2008). However, as could be expected based on only a handful of reports by different groups using different protocols there are discrepancies in the observed pattern of results, emphasizing the need for replication and extension of these seminal studies. Interestingly, current evidence seems to suggest that the position of the anterior macaque voice area is quite different from what would be expected from human data (Ghazanfar; Ghazanfar and Eliades, 2014) (Fig. 3b) highlighting the need for more precise comparisons using complementary measures such as anatomical connectivity (Rilling, 2014a). The existence of other CV-sensitive areas shown but not emphasized in Petkov et al. (2008)’s results and also observed in the other studies (Joly et al., 2012a, 2012b; Ortiz-Rios et al. 2015) suggests that there could be several voice patches in the macaque brain as in the human brain (Fig. 2), potentially organized in a network of interconnected voice patches comparable to the face patches network of visual cortex (Fig. 3c) (Chang and Tsao, 2017; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Freiwald et al., 2009; Meyers et al., 2015; Tsao et al., 2006).

2.3. Marmosets

Marmosets are a highly vocal species, engaging in nearly constant vocal communication even in captivity (cf. reviews in (Eliades and Miller, 2017; Miller et al., 2016)). Their vocalization repertoire, well characterized acoustically (Agamaite et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2010a; Pistorio et al., 2006), includes several types of calls produced depending on social and ecological context, including “twitterers” (series of short, rapid frequency modulated sounds, cf. Fig. 7b) and “trills” (with sinusoidal frequency modulation) both apparently mediating interactions in close proximity although their explicit function remains unclear. They also produce “phee” (slow frequency-modulated whistle-like tones) to maintain long-distance contact with other group members, sometimes in dialogues of alternating calls (antiphonal calling) by different callers (Miller et al., 2010a). Although there is clear observational evidence that marmosets detect and extract information from CVs, whether they have a particular sensitivity to CVs compared to other sound categories, and whether they can be trained to discriminate CVs from non-CVs, is not established.

The auditory cortex of marmosets is thought to be organized similarly to that of the macaque with core, belt and parabelt areas with increasingly complex receptive fields. A series of elegant neurophysiological studies with recordings performed in freely moving and interacting individuals has characterized the response properties of neurons in auditory core areas, where neuronal populations show strong sensitivity to CVs (Nagarajan et al., 2002; Wang and Kadia, 2001; Wang et al., 1995) reflecting in particular the activity of harmonic template neurons (Feng and Wang, 2017). However, whole-brain measures of neuronal activity using cFOS expression quantification (Miller et al., 2010b) or electrophysiological recordings outside of temporal lobe suggest that the perception of CVs engages a number of cerebral areas beyond core auditory areas, including areas of prefrontal cortex (Nummela et al., 2017), as suggested by early studies in a close cousin the squirrel monkey (Glass and Wollberg, 1983; Winter and Funkenstein, 1973; Wollberg and Newman, 1972).

Recent developments in marmoset MRI imaging hold much promise (Belcher et al., 2013; Hung et al., 2015a, 2015b; Papoti et al., 2013, 2017), particularly as its small size is compatible with high-field (7T) rodent MRI allowing for higher signal and spatial resolution to compensate for their small brain size. Remarkably, a recent MRI study in anaesthetized marmosets has revealed a gradient of sensitivity to vocalizations along a caudal–ventral axis (Sadagopan et al., 2015), with areas of high selectivity to CVs, or voice patches, in the most anterior parts of temporal lobe bilaterally (Fig. 4a). This recent finding, that needs to be replicated in awake, behaving animals, suggests that the processing of CVs in the marmoset brain could be performed as in humans and macaques by an array of interconnected voice patches similar to that observed for face processing (Fig. 4b).

Thus, humans show particular neural sensitivity to sounds of voice with voice-selective “temporal voice areas (TVAs)” organized in three “voice patches” bilaterally. Initial evidence suggests the existence of CV-selective voice patches potentially homologous to the human TVAs in both macaques and marmosets. Our hypothesis outlined below is that these findings reflect the existence of a
network of interconnected voice patches involved in detecting and extracting information from CVs and that this voice patch system, similar to the face patch system of visual cortex, and potentially conserved in primates. The role of auditory experience in shaping CV selectivity in that network is not understood yet.

3. Processing of speaker/caller identity cues

3.1. Humans

Human listeners possess to variable degrees the ability to discriminate unfamiliar identities based on voice and the ability to recognize familiar identities in novel utterances (reviews in (Blank et al., 2014; Kreiman and Sidtis, 2013; Schweinberger et al., 2014)), two dissociable abilities (Van Lancker and Kreiman, 1987). Van Lancker et al. (1988) observed for the first time impaired voice recognition occurring after stroke, a deficit that took the name of “phonagnosia” (Van Lancker et al., 1988), to mirror prosopagnosia, the deficit occurring for face recognition. This deficit can indeed be acquired after stroke (acquired phonagnosia) but it can also be present from birth, notwithstanding intact brain structures and normal auditory abilities (developmental phonagnosia). Since the discovery of the first case of developmental phonagnosia (Garrido et al., 2009), other three cases have been documented in literature showing either impaired recognition of famous voices or an impairment in unfamiliar voice recognition (Roswandowitz et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015). As put forward by Russell et al. (2009) in the domain of face perception, subjects affected by developmental phonagnosia could be thought of as extreme cases of the broad distribution of individual differences in voice recognition abilities, while the extreme cases at the opposite tail of the distribution can be referred to as “super-recognizers” (Russell et al., 2009). Recently, we demonstrated that the scores obtained by a big cohort of subjects (1000) at the Glasgow Voice Memory Test, a 5–minutes test assessing unfamiliar voice recognition, indeed spanned from significantly poor performances (potential developmental phonagnosia) to perfect voice recognition (super-recognizers) (Aglieri et al., 2017). These behavioural individual differences in voice recognition could have their neural correlates in the considerable inter-individual variability observed in voice-elicited BOLD responses (Pernet et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the cognitive and neural mechanisms behind inter-individual variability in voice recognition remain, to date, poorly understood.

The discrimination of unfamiliar speakers appears to obey the voice space metaphor, inspired from the face recognition literature (Chang and Tsao, 2017; Freiwald et al., 2009; Valentine, 1991): each voice can be viewed as a point in a multidimensional space with dimensions corresponding to auditory features used to discriminate speakers; voices close to one another in that space are hard to discriminate from one another, while voices far apart are easily discriminable (Baumann and Belin, 2010; Latinus and Belin, 2011; Latinus et al., 2013). Using multidimensional scaling analyses of identity discrimination performance for many speaker pairs (Baumann and Belin, 2010) we showed that the two main dimensions of the voice space in human listeners are f0 (fundamental frequency, reflecting the rate of vocal fold oscillation) and formant dispersion (average frequency difference between formant, or vocal tract resonances, reflecting vocal tract size (Fitch, 2000; González, 2004)); harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR), reflecting voice irregularities provides a third important dimension (Latinus et al., 2013). Notably, voice perception in that space follows norm-based coding: voices closer in voice space to a voice prototype (well approximated by the morphing-generated average of many speakers of the same gender) are perceived as less distinctive than voices less acoustically similar (farther away in voice space) to the prototype (Latinus et al., 2013). Human listeners are particularly accurate at voice gender recognition (Kreiman, 1997; Mullennix et al., 1995), using a combination of f0 and formant cues (Pernet and Belin, 2012)—reflected by the fact that both source and filter aspects of human voice production are strongly sexually dimorphic (Titze, 1989). Indeed norm-based coding is based on two male and female voice prototypes (Latinus et al., 2013).

The cerebral processing of speaker identity involves both temporal lobe and prefrontal regions with strong right-hemispheric lateralization (Andics et al., 2010, 2013; Belin and Zatorre, 2003; Bonte et al., 2014; Formisano et al., 2008; Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004; Nakamura et al., 2001). The most anterior voice-sensitive region of the right temporal lobe (right TVAA) shows adaptation to speaker identity, i.e., smaller response to syllables spoken by a single speaker than to syllables spoken by multiple speakers (Belin and Zatorre, 2003) and is more active when listeners focus attention on speaker identity as opposed to sentence meaning (Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004). Studies using multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) (Haxby et al., 2014) beautifully confirm this dissociation: whereas voxels most informative for classifying vowels are distributed bilaterally, those most informative for classifying speaker identity are mostly distributed along right STG/STS particularly its more anterior part (Bonte et al., 2014; Formisano et al., 2008). Unfamiliar voices are coded in the TVAs using norm-based coding, confirming behavioural evidence: voices
acoustically close to their (own-gender) prototype elicit smaller TVA activity than more distinctive, acoustically dissimilar voices (Fig. 5b) (Latinus et al., 2013). (Note that short-term adaptation has been ruled out as an explanation for this result (cf. (Kahn and Aguirre, 2012)) but that the role of long-term experience remains unclear in shaping the voice prototypes.) Inferior prefrontal regions are involved in the learning of new voice identities (Latinus et al., 2011; Zäske et al., 2017), also with strong right-hemispheric lateralization, and use norm-based coding for representing familiar identities (Andics et al., 2013).

3.2. Macaques

There is clear behavioural evidence that macaques are able to use identity information in CVs (Gouzoules et al., 1984; Hauser, 1991, 1996; Petersen et al., 1978; Zoloth et al., 1979). In the wild, female macaques respond appropriately to playbacks of screams from their immature offspring (Gouzoules et al., 1984); they respond faster and longer to coos from by matrilineal relatives, and show rebound of habituation for coos produced by different relatives, demonstrating an ability for vocal recognition of both individual and kin (Rendall et al., 1996). Interestingly, macaques appear to also use formant frequency information (related to vocal tract and body size in macaques (Fitch, 1997) and the main acoustical cue to human phonemes): not only do macaques spontaneously perceive formant frequency changes in playback trials (Fitch and Fritz, 2006), but they also associate these changes to differences in perceived body size (Ghazanfar et al., 2007) as humans do. It is unclear, however, whether macaques represent different callers in a “macaque voice space” and what would be the underlying acoustical dimensions. Although macaques show moderate sexual dimorphism in body size, males being on average slightly larger and heavier, it is not even clear whether macaques can recognize caller gender.

The cerebral bases of caller identity processing in macaques have only begun to be investigated (reviewed in (Perrodin et al., 2015)). The anterior voice area observed in macaques shows the same speaker adaptation response observed in humans in the analogous area of right anterior temporal lobe (Belin and Zatorre, 2003): greater response to CVs from different individuals than to CVs from a single individual (Petkov et al., 2008) (Fig. 6a). Some of the voice cells in that region also show some degree of caller selectivity (Fig. 6b), differentiating between individuals more than call type (Perrodin et al., 2014)—a finding reminiscent of face processing results (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010).

3.3. Marmosets

Acoustical analyses indicate that some marmoset vocalizations such as antiphonal phees and thrills can potentially convey important identity information, being quite variable between individuals despite a fixed structure (Agamaite et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2010a). Indeed, there is experimental evidence of voice identity discrimination in marmosets. Using an ingenious automated playback technique exploiting the antiphonal calling behaviour of marmosets (the “Virtual Monkey” approach (Miller and Wren Thomas, 2012; Toarmino et al., 2017)), Cory Miller and Wren Thomas, 2012 showed that changes in the identity of synthetic phees were followed by changes in the frequency and latency of antiphonal calling by the subject, demonstrating identity discrimination by voice alone. However to our knowledge there is no experimental evidence yet relevant to the neural coding of caller identity in marmosets.

In summary, human listeners appear to represent unfamiliar speaker identity using norm-based coding relative to gender-specific voice prototypes in a voice space with main dimensions related to f0 and formant frequencies. This involves neuronal populations in the TVAs and inferior prefrontal regions with strong right-hemispheric lateralization. The role of auditory experience in shaping the prototypes remains unclear. The scarce data available (in only two animals) also suggests a role of the macaque right anterior voice patch in coding caller identity; to our knowledge, no relevant evidence is available yet in marmosets.

4. A primate “voice patch system” for cerebral processing of voice information

The evidence reviewed above naturally leads to the notion of a “voice patch” system in the primate temporal lobe dedicated to processing information in CVs. Such a voice patch system could be the auditory counterpart of the “face patch” system of inferotemporal cortex (Figs. 3c and 4b). Studies in humans, macaques (Fig. 3c) and, more recently, marmosets (Fig. 4b) together demonstrate the existence of a system of discrete, interconnected face-sensitive areas containing “face cells” and supporting a series of increasingly abstract (identity-invariant) face representations (Chang and Tsao, 2017; Freiwald and Tsa, 2010; Freiwald et al., 2009; Meyers et al., 2015; Tsa et al., 2006). Moreover the face patch system appears largely conserved in primates such that the macaque face patch system is widely considered as a simpler, less variable model of the human face areas (indeed the macaque face patch system is often probed with human faces!)

![Fig. 5. Norm-based coding of voice identity in the human TVAs. a. Voices as points in a 3D “Voice space” with dimensions reflecting: f0, formant dispersion, harmonics-to-noise ratio. b. The Euclidian distance between a voice and its same-gender prototype (“distance-to-mean”) is a strong predictor of the voice’s evoked neural activity in right TVAm. Reproduced from (Latinus et al.2013).](image-url)
In humans the face-voice analogy is indeed powerful at explaining and predicting several properties of the voice-processing system: category-selective cortex, norm-based coding, causal link with perception, etc. (reviewed in (Yovel and Belin, 2013)). This appears a parsimonious principle of organization as the computational problems to be solved (detection, invariance, …) of a similar nature in both modalities, and similar processing architectures clearly facilitate integration from the auditory and visual modalities in natural polymodal environments (Belin et al., 2004; Campanella and Belin, 2007).

The face-voice analogy extended to other primates suggests that the voice patch system could also be organized as a series of discrete, interconnected voice patches supporting increasingly abstract voice representations from template matching to speaker-invariant representations. As in the face perception domain, these functional differences could be reflected in the spatial organization of the patches, with a gradient of selectivity and abstraction from core areas to the temporal pole region. A key, open question is whether such a primate voice patch system would be as conserved as the face patch systems apparently is, or whether the emergence of speech and language in hominins has dramatically altered the mechanisms of CV sensitivity and speaker identity processing such that its organization would be very different in humans vs. macaques and marmosets. That question awaits testing in particular by adapting to macaques and marmosets experimental paradigms derived from human research to directly and quantitatively compare the underlying perceptual and neural mechanisms. Statistically testing for differences in behavioural and neural indices of voice perception across the three species have the potential to provide rigorous tests of the hypothesis and enable reconstruction of the evolution of voice perception in the form of inter-specific distances.

5. Challenges in probing the primate voice patch system

To fill the wide gap in our understanding of the differences in the neurocognitive bases of CV sensitivity and identity processing in humans and monkeys, as well as in the methodology to assess these differences, several challenges arise. A first challenge lies in the notorious difficulty of training monkeys, particularly macaques, to perform auditory perceptual tasks. This has hindered more widespread efforts than the handful of playback experiments in the wild or behavioural tests in limited samples of laboratory animals that current evidence is based upon. Such difficulty could be related to species-specific differences in auditory attention (Rinne et al., 2017) or long-term memory (Fritz et al., 2005), but also to inefficient auditory training paradigms. One exciting opportunity is provided by the large-scale behavioural testing developed by Joël Fagot (CNRS, Marseille) for baboons with outstanding results (Fagot and Paleressompoule, 2009; Fagot and Bonte, 2010; Grainger et al., 2012). This method, that relies on ad-lib access to testing systems by monkeys living in a large social group, has proven highly successful in allowing collection of over a million trials in a few weeks by a group of baboons (Fagot and Bonte, 2010), and has been shown to work in macaques as well (Fagot and Paleressompoule, 2009). Such methodology would be extremely valuable for comparing voice perception behaviour across primates; psychometric response functions obtained in the three species would allow direct quantitative comparison and estimation of inter-specific distances. The power afforded by the potentially very large number of trials could even be exploited in reverse-correlation experiments.

A second challenge lies in the comparison of measures of neural activity in monkeys and humans—so far largely based on electro-physiological recordings in 1–3 monkeys vs. whole-brain neuro-imaging in 10–30 humans. fMRI emerges as the technique of choice for direct comparison of measures of neuronal activity in groups of awake, behaving subjects in all three species. Macaque fMRI is now well established as a method of choice for bridging human fMRI and macaque electrophysiology and is being used by an increasing number of groups (Vanduffel et al., 2014) including our own; excellent recent developments (Hung et al., 2015a; Silva, 2017; Toarmino et al., 2017) in awake marmoset fMRI suggest it is now possible to measure neural activity using the same technique in awake subjects across the three species.

A third challenge lies in understanding the role of long-term auditory experience in shaping behavioural and neural sensitivity to CVs and the neural coding of speaker identity. There is evidence that experience during the first months of life significantly alters preference for voice over other sounds (Vououmanos et al., 2010) as well as the coding of own-language phonemes (Kuhl, 1994). But how does exposure to sound over the long-term affect TVA selectivity in the adult brain? Would a similar type of selectivity emerge for other, behaviourally relevant categories after intense exposure (cf. (Gauthier et al., 2000), for similar question in the visual domain)? Are the voice prototypes fixed, genetically-encoded templates or are they the weighted average of all voices heard in one’s lifetime—or the past few months? Animal models offer an opportunity for subject-specific, long-term manipulation of the auditory stimulation while preserving high standards of welfare, potentially providing unique insight into the experience-dependence of voice-patch selectivity and coding mechanisms in monkeys, possibly analogous in humans.

Finally, a fourth challenge lies in understanding which features drive neuronal responses in the acoustically complex and variable CVs. One strategy that has been used successfully in particular in the domain of avian vocal communication (e.g. (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003), is to use artificial, synthetic models of the CVs that can be manipulated in specific, rigorously controlled ways.

![Fig. 6. Identity processing in the macaque brain. a. The anterior voice patch shows adaptation to speaker identity (Petkov et al., 2008) exactly as in humans (Belin and Zatorre, 2003). Reproduced with permission from (Petkov et al., 2008). b. Some “voice cells” in that region are selective to caller identity independently of the vocalization. Reproduced with permission from (Perrodin et al., 2014).](image-url)
and their effect on behavioural and neural responses monitored. This approach has already been used independently in humans in particular by my group (Bestelmeyer et al., 2010; Charest et al., 2013; Latinus and Belin, 2010, 2011, 2012; Latinus et al., 2011), in macaques (Chakladar et al., 2008; Ghazanfar et al., 2007) and in marmosets in whom “virtual vocalization” models have been established for several call types and identities (DiMattina and Wang, 2006) as well as automated “virtual monkey” software developed for eliciting antiphonal calling and testing perceptual differences (Miller and Wren Thomas, 2012; Toarmion et al., 2017).

6. Conclusion

We have reviewed evidence available in humans, macaques and marmosets on the perceptual and neural mechanisms involved in detecting CVs and processing identity cues in CVs. It is still too fragmentary for the in-depth comparisons in behavioural, anatomical and functional mechanisms required by the comparative approach for a detailed reconstruction of the recent evolution of voice perception and precise characterization of the vocal brain of our common ancestor. Yet current evidence is compatible with the notion of a network of discrete, interconnected cortical “voice patches” in the primate brain carrying out different operations in a complex functional architecture for voice information processing. The degree to which this primate voice patch system is conserved in humans, and to which it has been modified by the emergence of speech and language, remains to be investigated using a combination of techniques such as fMRI and voice morphing for comparable experimental protocols in the three species.
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Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heares.2018.04.010.
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